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CONVERSATIONS

Skype

We see design as the act of making 
relation by carrying messages from 
one to another
Accepting that it can go wrong.
Design needs both patterning and 
unraveling routines
Now I have seen electricity I think 
trees are outdated
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Group 1 Part 1
- - -24.02.06 15:59Inga ZimprichWhat came up during the last days discussions were not so much technological questions on how to design a "better" groupware to support collaborative practices, nor did a request- or wish-list emerge from artists and people of the social practice, but what has happened to my vague perception was, that essentially values and qualities were discussed which proof challenging in light of potential virtualization.- - -24.02.06 16:00Inga Zimprichwhat that means for "design practices" and how you and we relate to what design practices are or might be, is what we'd like to start with today.- - -24.02.06 16:18SelinaPaulWe see design as the activity of making relation by carrying messages from one to another therefore, it is about collaboration in its core. The good design can hardly appear when we don't understand the sender of the message, and when we don't see to what audience it should communicate- - -24.02.06 16:22Jouke Kleerebezem"activity of making relation" does not necessarily imply taking a position in that relation or participating in the relation's activity?- - -24.02.06 16:23Inga Zimprichwell, I think it is not possible to not take a role in "making relation"- - -24.02.06 16:23SelinaPaulabout using, signs gets more clear as they gets more used, language and structures as well? The use of structures is drawing lines taht are shaping them.- - -24.02.06 16:27SelinaPaulWe would say the more people are able to use the path, the better it is and the users are making it even better by using it and so on…- - -24.02.06 16:30SelinaPaulWe are actualy not engeneering so much new structures, more often introducing a new way on an already existing tool of communication.- - -24.02.06 16:32Inga ZimprichSelinaPaul, that is maybe personally for me something that came out of the last day's discussions, raher thinking about HOW structures can be used, with which qualities, intensities, under which agreements, with which relations amongst people, technology, projects, ideas and tasks, rather than making "new structures"- - -24.02.06 16:34Jouke KleerebezemThere are separate issues at stake, I would say that if everytime you need a playing field you'd have to construct it first from scratch takes too much time, while everywhere we see that one can abuse of misuse of hack (almost) any existing environment for our new use...- - -24.02.06 16:35...so we might design a different use of an existing facility or redirect a path- - -24.02.06 16:38SelinaPaulIt is not only a question of time an effort but more the one of beiing understood. An already existing environnement is the ground for any understanding. We don't think one can "make" communication.- - -24.02.06 16:40Inga Zimprichmhm, but formulating "common ground", in a chat it can be a confusing process, >>> it is maybe about throwing a lot of stuff in and then filtering. Like today's participants are very different from before, also the rhythm we will use to communicate, so in a sense it is "making of communication" or "emergence of communication"- - -24.02.06 16:40...where the chat is maybe more a helpful obstacle than a tool- - -24.02.06 16:41Jouke KleerebezemI agree you cannot 'make communication', I once described interaction design as designing the conditions for interaction while avoiding to design the actual interaction but maybe it is the old distinction between 'author' and designer, as a more servicable discrete participant in any production?- - -24.02.06 16:43Jouke Kleerebezemthere are theories about any software limiting production with it rather than inviting new use- - -24.02.06 16:43Think Tankthat means any software is a 'useful obstacle'24.02.06 16:45SelinaPaulLets quote an old french poet: "you need new obstacles for a new intelligence" Henri Michaud- - -24.02.06 16:45Inga ZimprichMaybe that refers to, which creativity is necessary to find problems of higher quality.- - -24.02.06 16:54Jouke Kleerebezemthe question is how to add specific expertise (fast or slow as it may be) to a developing need- - -
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Group 1 Part 2
- - -24.02.06 17:04Inga ZimprichI would like to ask wilfried a question to this point of discussion.Mhm, if someone sets up a workshop for soft architecture, called crystalpunk, are you choosing a term in which everything and nothing could be crystalpunk? in how far does crystal imply an approach for "soft programming" and how could that be?+ Is there are sort of crystal approach to creating a Thinktank which is not relating to "hard technological tools" but to "soft architecting" or crystalizing? Just in case you found out something.... of help in this context?- - -24.02.06 17:04wilfried hou je beki think, for me, the crystalline process is about lettimng it all go, and accepting that it can go wrong.- - -24.02.06 17:06wilfried hou je bekwe had a great workshop by jon bird on self evolving hardware and how a articfical electronic set-up can go completely out of control, and in doing so would use its environment for its own benefit. like evolution works, but you cant program it, it just happens from unintented consequences- - -24.02.06 17:06...but i call it unintentional intelligence- - -24.02.06 17:09Inga Zimprichand does it lead / did it lead to a moment / concept of translation or did the words (concepts) and the structure seem separated?- - -24.02.06 17:10wilfried hou je bekthe concept (letting it go) and the practise(me 'organising' it) did overlap. but if you would somebody else it was just me being lazy- - -24.02.06 17:12Jouke Kleerebezemhow to enhance letting things go to happen? here is the question of design as control.- - -24.02.06 17:12...or organizing as control?- - -24.02.06 17:12Inga ZimprichI find it quiet demanding to be able to le things go, which poses a different "design-potential" to every participants, if design it participation or the participants are designing (the usage) of the structure- - -24.02.06 17:13SelinaPaulWhen you "organize" it in order to let it go and see what happens, can you do something different than a sort of "experiment"- - -24.02.06 17:14wilfried hou je bekthat depends on wether you regard evolution as an experiment or a fact of live- - -24.02.06 17:14Jouke Kleerebezemone experiment will inform the nxt and the nxt- - -24.02.06 17:15...making every time the experiment less experimental if you do not pay attention- - -24.02.06 17:15Inga Zimprichwhen you are walking in a territory (field, forest, whatever) you find spots, which make up your orientation. So next time you walk (with other people) you might know already, mhm, If I go east there is this point, which last time was really nice, maybe people like it and we find something else from there. So, you would rather establish a sense of orientation or navigation that necessarily a map. can that be? and not a stop and go experiment, but an experiment which also accumulates something, as the ability to orient or navigate for example.- - -24.02.06 17:16Jouke Kleerebezemrepetition is a powerful organisation and patterning device- - -24.02.06 17:17wilfried hou je bekbut repetition is also the driving force for new things- - -24.02.06 17:18Jouke Kleerebezemrepeated actions to show different results every time- - -24.02.06 17:18Inga Zimprichdepends on how you look. by repeating you might intensify discoveries on a different scale.- - -24.02.06 17:21Jouke Kleerebezemdesign needs both patterning and unraveling routines- - -24.02.06 17:21...so making a fabric in order to be able to find loose threads- - -24.02.06 17:21wilfried hou je bekpatterns are interesting because Artificial Intelligence  has shown us one valuable things: patterns, and pattern recognition, are the key to cognition, and the resulting quest became how to structure (design) this in a different medium- - -24.02.06 17:21Inga Zimprichmeans, people, ideas concepts can add to the fabric- - -24.02.06 17:22...aka collective content creation- - -24.02.06 17:22SelinaPaulmaking a rule to see if there can be exceptions- - -
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Incomplete Summary Group 1
- - -24.02.06 17:48Inga Zimprichincomplete summary:design needs both patterning and unraveling routinesso making a fabric in order to be able to find loose threadsrepitition is the basis of trance also..repetition is a powerful organisation and patterning deviceone experiment will inform the nxt and the nxti think, for me, the crystalline process is about lettimng it all go, and eccepting that it can go wrong.Lets quote an old french poet: "you need new obstacles for a new intelligence" Henri Michaudso we might design a different use of an existing facility or redirect a path- - -24.02.06 17:49...We see design as the activity of making relation by carrying messages from one to another therefore, it is about collaboration in its core. The good design can hardly appear when we don't understand the sender of the message, and when we don't see to what audience it should communicate- - -24.02.06 17:51Jouke Kleerebezemsummarize: design works from memory and recorded data with a mission- - -24.02.06 17:51Auke Touwslagerwhether it's mapping or analysis- - -24.02.06 17:51Jouke Kleerebezemhmm yeah we need both at the service of each other- - -
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Electrical Trees And Other Fancy Talking
- - -24.02.06 16:33wilfried hou je bekafter having doen the crystalpunk workshop which was filled with talk like this i came to the conclusion that.........- - -24.02.06 16:33...that...- - -24.02.06 16:34...it is just fancy talking- - -24.02.06 16:34...or to be more precise:- - -24.02.06 16:35wilfried hou je beki am still not sure what to think of it and it is progress but, novelties run of, think about our debates about internet and replace it with electricty a hunderd years ago- - -24.02.06 16:35wilfried hou je beklike the russian poet majakovski: now i have seen electricty i think trees are outdated- - -wilfried hou je bek24.02.06 16:37..."This workshop is a sustained stream of consciousness you can wash your mind/sharpen your capabilities/empower your potential with. "- - -24.02.06 16:37wilfried hou je bekthese are my own words, they still sound nice but auke, you were there, did you *feel* it?- - -24.02.06 16:56Auke Touwslagerwhat i mean that you have "programming for interaction" which as an example is this session, and you have designing for the actual interaction, the latter one facilitates the interaction. In the programming you try to see the most potential and fruitful basis to start. On the basis what you know and think you set up a construct. From there you monitor and mediate it(?)...- - -24.02.06 16:57...will this session be fruitful?- - -24.02.06 16:58...if so, how can we continue on that - so design further valuable interaction- - -24.02.06 16:58Auke Touwslageri mean, when this is finished it's 2 logfiles- - -24.02.06 16:58...and an experience- - -24.02.06 16:58Auke Touwslager(and memory and knowledge) we take home- - -24.02.06 17:07Sandra Fauconnieri would appreciate the factor of time added - time to think and work together on the meaning of what you want to say- - -24.02.06 17:08Ingrid Stojnicit would be intersting if for exemple if you could see my hesitation while typing- - -24.02.06 17:10Sandra Fauconnierchatting is less... present.... because you use less "handy" devices for it, can't really do it on the road or while cooking etc- - -24.02.06 17:10Auke Touwslagerit is a tool to check the presence of your social network- - -24.02.06 17:17Ingrid Stojnicfor exemple you think now it is ingrid typing but sometimes it is marthe = does this change your impression on the responce?24.02.06 17:18Ingrid Stojnicor perception of invdiviality in general- - -24.02.06 17:30kimyou can design an object in a certain way that it will provoke certain behaviour- - -24.02.06 17:31Sandra Fauconniertrue - i think you can say that generally the emphasis is shifting to design of rules and behaviour- - -24.02.06 17:31tomorrowbookbecause of a change of scale?- - -24.02.06 17:31kimthat is why i think software is interesting, it is also based on a script and on rules but software is not an object, but it does define people's behaviour- - -24.02.06 17:32...software is an environment maybe..?- - -24.02.06 17:32Auke Touwslagerthe buildup of software is object minded- - -24.02.06 17:32Auke Touwslagermodular- - -24.02.06 17:36wilfried hou je bekthe thing is that you can create a small language for a machine, but that doent mean you can understand what it is about to do- - -24.02.06 17:36wilfried hou je bekada lovelace 'the first programmer' already said that computers only do what you instruct them, but that doenst mean you can undertand your instructions- - -24.02.06 17:39kim i think talking about software is more easy face to face...- - -

How To Design/Program For Participation
- - -ISSUE #5How to design / program for participation- - -"First we thought about a concept for the Thinktank website. Then we understood that it was not a task to design a result, but a structure to share into. Probably a designer in such a project is designing through participation." (Paul Gangloff)To the same extend as the distinction between authors, reader, public and participant change or blur in collaborative content production the role of the designer / programmer / architect is broadened in its meaning. A creator of collaborative structures is not only a facilitator, but is in a position to control, expand and restrict their possible uses. The designer / programmer / architect effectively sets the parameters in which virtual participation can take place.Which opportunities of participation do online tools offer at the moment, which are actively used and which have not been accepted? How are they affecting the roles of and relationships between users and creators? Which structures are in fact making things easier, and which merely increase the bureaucratic effort? Is there sufficient dialogue between (end-) users and creators of participatory structures and if not, how can such communication be established?- - -
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PARTICIPANTS

Auke Touwslager
- - -[24.02.2006 16:39:38] Auke Touwslager Think it is about keeping the direction broad, as the designing part is about facilitating direction rather than programming them. it's not architecture- - -[24.02.2006 16:42:02] Auke Touwslager I mean 'old skool' online spaces are like architecture, defined functional, and the development on it was only adding more functionsi don't want to pose the term ambient thoughas it does not cover but the desire is there to define these functions from participation, individual standpoint, and evolving interaction- - -[24.02.2006 16:53:49] Auke Touwslager i mean, when this is finished it's 2 logfiles and an experience (and memory and knowledge) we take home- - -

Jouke Kleerebezem
- - -24.02.06 15:57Jouke KleerebezemI'm an artist and almost Exit Advising Researcher at the Jan van Eyck design department, with a passion for publishing, preferably using networked environments for content gathering, processing and distributing- - -24.02.06 17:21Jouke Kleerebezemdesign needsboth patterning en unraveling routines- - -24.02.06 17:21...so making a fabric in order to be able to find loose threads- - -

Selina Bütler & Paul Gangloff
Lets quote an old french poet: "you need new obstacles for a new intelligence" Henri Michaud

Kim de Groot
- - -[24.02.2006 16:18:44] kim well the question is, do situations exist or can situations exist where the difference between physical and virtual is not so much present anymore, i want to get rid of the dichotomy a third kind of environment- - -[24.02.2006 16:25:37] kimi like to see science fiction and augmented reality as possible laboratories to play with reality- - -[24.02.2006 17:25:56] kim you can design an object in a certain way that it will provoke certain behaviour- - -[24.02.2006 17:27:01] kim that is why i think software is interesting, it is also based on a script and on rules but software is not an object, yet it does define people's behaviour - - -

Esther Polak
- - -24.02.06 15:54Esther PolakI am Esther Polak, artist in the field of locative media, and often working with international groups, on big and small projects....- - -

Sandra Fauconnier
- - -[24.02.2006 16:26:19] Sandra Fauconnieri personally see the virtual more as an extra layer in reality... the way we mostly use it now anyway- - -[24.02.2006 16:38:24] Sandra Fauconnier hmm... the general question would be: what are the problems, issues, design decisions... that guide the design of participatory online spacesthat's very broad of course, i'm mapping this out at the momentand going to more abstract values like trust, presence, identity...- - -[24.02.2006 17:24:33] Sandra Fauconnier as i see it, you can't avoid designing objects - designing rules comes on top of that(depends on how you define objects of course)- - -

Marthe van Dessel
- - -I thinktherefore I tank.- - -24.02.06 16:00Ingrid StojnicMarthe with the computer of ingrid - Hello, i am workings as a mediasociographer which means analysing the media in a certain context and make a graphic analyses out of it - it can result in any possible format. Since 1998 i initiated a non-inclusive/non-exclusive collective called bolwerK which focuses on the interconnectiveness of image, sound, text and content form.- - -[24.02.2006 17:13:09] Ingrid Stojnic for example you think now it is ingrid typing but sometimes it is marthe = does this change your impression on the response?- - -[24.02.2006 16:31:47] Ingrid Stojnic i/ in a way it should be an addition or option or difference - without necessarily progress values- - -[24.02.2006 16:44:02] Ingrid Stojnic so what you mean auke is to design by designing "empty containers" that have no defined functionality but can allow for any possible functionality?m/ but is the web or internet than not this empty container?- - -

Ingrid Stojnic
- - -[24.02.2006 16:31:47] Ingrid Stojnic i/ in a way it should be an addition or option or difference - without necessarily progress values- - -[24.02.2006 16:44:02] Ingrid Stojnic so what you mean auke is to design by designing "empty containers" that have no defined functionality but can allow for any possible functionality?m/ but is the web or internet than not this empty container?- - -[24.02.2006 17:13:09] Ingrid Stojnic for example you think now it is ingrid typing but sometimes it is marthe = does this change your impression on the response?- - -

Wilfried Hou Je Bek
- - -24.02.06 15:58wilfried hou je bekhttp://socialfiction.org- - -[24.02.2006 16:24:02] wilfried hou je bek as for third dimension, what about dimensions halfway: not really real and not really fake either- - -[24.02.2006 16:29:03] wilfried hou je bek i am still not sure what to think of it and it is progress but, novelties run of, think about our debates about internet and replace it with electricity a hundred years ago- - -

Inga Zimprich
- - -24.02.06 16:40...the chat is maybe more a helpful obstacle than a tool- - -24.02.06 17:18Inga Zimprichby repeating you might intensify discoveries on a different scale.normally working in berlin on various projects vaguely related to art, urbanism, social exchange.. still finding it hard to put a name on it...- - -

Elske Rosenfeld
- - -24.02.06 15:55Think Tankthinktank is elske, normally working in Berlin on various projects vaguely related to art, urbanism, social exchange.. still finding it hard to put a name on it...- - -

How To Design/Program For Participation
- - -ISSUE #5How to design / program for participation- - -"First we thought about a concept for the Thinktank website. Then we understood that it was not a task to design a result, but a structure to share into. Probably a designer in such a project is designing through participation." (Paul Gangloff)To the same extend as the distinction between authors, reader, public and participant change or blur in collaborative content production the role of the designer / programmer / architect is broadened in its meaning. A creator of collaborative structures is not only a facilitator, but is in a position to control, expand and restrict their possible uses. The designer / programmer / architect effectively sets the parameters in which virtual participation can take place.Which opportunities of participation do online tools offer at the moment, which are actively used and which have not been accepted? How are they affecting the roles of and relationships between users and creators? Which structures are in fact making things easier, and which merely increase the bureaucratic effort? Is there sufficient dialogue between (end-) users and creators of participatory structures and if not, how can such communication be established?- - -
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